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EDITORIAL 

Richard Burghart, our Editor-in-Chief, 
colleague and friend. died on January 1st at 
the age of 49. after long months of 
suffering. Born in the United States, be 
received his higher education at 
Williamstown (Mass .) and Ibadan 
(Nigeria), and then settled in London to 
take up the study of social anthropology at 
the School of Oriental & African Studies in 
1966. After obtaining an M.A., he first 
worked for the Belgian newspaper "Le 
Soir". writing articles on South Asia for its 
supplement. Dissatisfied with this 
experience as a journalist, he soon reswned 
his studies in London. He received his 
Ph.D. in J976 and stayed at the SOAS 
where he worked as a lecturer in Asian 
Anthropology for nearly ten years, and 
where his colleagues came to value him as 
an outstanding partner. A hard start 
awaited him when. in 1987. he accepted the 
chair of Ethnology at Heidelberg 
University and became Head of a 
Department with a large number of 
students and with lQ() small a staff. It took. 
him some time to achieve the first steps toward "modernizing" the 
Department, in the widest sense of the tenn, by amending the curriculum, 
improving the technical equipment and. above all, by intensifying exchanges 
with scientists from other departments of the South Asia Institute and from 
institutions abroad . Stimulating seminars on the "Structure of Hindu 
Tradition" and "Sovereignty in the Himalayas", with participants from France. 
Britain, the United States, Nepal and India. were just two of his auempts to 
reconsider old ideas and motivate new research. 

This is not the place for an appreciation of Richard 's work as a whole. It 
will be sufficient to mention his anicles analyzing the social organization of 
the Vaishnavite pilgrimage centre at Janakpur (where he did extensive 
fieldwork), the concept of the nation-state in Nepal, and the structure of 
Hinduism. and to point to those writings in which he made an auempt to 
transcend the then-prevailing structuralist and Dumontian perspectives on 
Indian society. His was a vision which always aimed at whal one may call the 
essence in its contt.Xl; il drew benefit from his talent for perceiving contrasts, 
hidden boundaries and underlying unities, and was aniculated in concise, 
unpretentious language, without indulging in rigidly abstract or wholesale 
generalization. Sadly. several book projects, amog them Spoun Maithili in its 
Social COnlt.Xl and Slale and Society in Nepal remain unpublished. 


